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Abstract. We can use process mining also for analyzing events log from win-
dows operating systems. The event is characterized by Microsoft as a record of 
a computer's alerts and notifications. Every recorded event has any significant 
occurrence in the system or in a program that requires being notified. Process 
mining should be used for troubleshooting of some windows system errors that 
are stored in the mentioned events log. The case study deals with using Disco 
software tool for process mining of events log from windows 10 operating sys-
tem. There will be mentioned some steps of this case study such as acquisition, 
preparing, importing and process mining of data from Windows 10 events log.  
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Introduction 

There are many processes performed by windows operation system that store the 
information about events in the log files. Basic process mining techniques are used for 
extracting event logs from data sources such as information systems databases, trans-
action logs, web pages, excel files, results of information process audits etc. We will 
discuss the issue of analyzing event logs from Windows system.  

1 Process mining 

Process mining is defined as a relatively young research discipline that sits be-
tween computational intelligence and data mining on the one hand, and process 
modeling and analysis on the other hand [2]. The process mining spectrum is quite 
broad and extends far beyond process discovery and conformance checking. Process 
mining objectives are overlapping with those of other approaches, methodologies, 
principles, methods, tools, and paradigms [1]. Process Mining Manifesto [11] deals 
with very important aspects such as process discovery, conformance checking, social 
network or organizational mining, construction of simulation models with the 
possibility of model extension and repair.  
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Process mining has an important role in information technology (IT) and operating 
systems too. The reason is using this process for monitoring and analyzing realized 
activities of system processes and applications that are running on operating systems. 

2 Operating Systems  

The operating system effectively manages available hardware sources and it makes 
their easier use. [3] The operating system creates a big interface between IT users and 
hardware for this goal. The verify access uses distribution operation system into de-
fined layers as memory and process management. Other layers create drivers, file 
system, network communication, user interface, and applications. [12] Benefit of such 
layers is that every layer has assigned the own responsibility and lower layer performs 
the requirements from higher layers.  

There are many operating systems and IT users or enterprises select by preferences 
and defined requirements. Main requirements are quick response time, intuitive navi-
gation in an available interface, automatic system of alerts with advice for the solution 
of existing problems, or high system availability, fast recovery after failure and high 
security too. [13] In this situation, operating systems must be in very good condition 
because they must realize all requirements placed on them. 

3 Windows 10 operating system and its event logs 

Windows 10 is the latest version of operating system from Microsoft. IT users se-
lect from 32 or 64-bit version and distribution on USB, DVD or with a personal com-
puter. [14] From a view of IT developers and programmers, there is needed view in 
detail on an operating system. Interest is focused on an operating system with its sys-
tem events and also on applications that are running in the environment of an operat-
ing system. The reason is a need for monitoring, security, and tuning for better operat-
ing system use. Default request is to have operating system faster and more flexible; 
therefore, operating systems must bring a large number of changes, an extension of 
the menu, customizing for available panels and natural support with a web browser. 

From system view, important records are about events that are focused on low-
memory conditions, a higher number of accesses to a disk. Responsible monitoring 
uses default available event logs to determine conditions and context of errors. Pre-
vention is the great benefit of such monitoring of event logs because system user is 
available to identify potential problems. [9] Windows operating system events are 
divided into five types as an error, warning, information, success audit, and failure 
audit: 

• Error event indicates a basic problem with a level loss of data or functionality. 
• Warning event indicates a possible problem in future.  
• Information event describes the successful activity of applications, drivers etc. 
• Success audit is event recording an audited security access with a successful result. 
• Failure audit is event recording an audited security access with fails. 
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Event logs create records about realized activities (events) in implemented opera-
tion system and its applications that are running on the system. This information is 
useful in diagnostics of available hardware or software problems. Many authors of 
studies have interest in this topic that is dedicated: 

• Performance analysis for games based on event tracking for Windows. [17] 
• Analyze Microsoft Windows event logs for artifacts that may be pertinent to an 

investigation. [10] 
• The windows event log for digital forensic cases. [4] 

Windows 10 uses Event Log Viewer for display various events from applications, 
security issues, setup, system and other events that are created on a personal comput-
er. This interface is easy to analyze and solve difficulties and errors of system and 
applications. There are used basic elements for event logging such as event log key, 
event sources, event categories, event identifiers, message files, event log records and 
event data. We can read from events log for example information about successful 
completion of a task (installing, updating) or we can see warnings events that are 
notified potential problems (low memory or low disk space). Important are also secu-
rity events and warnings about unsuccessful activities. Each event in a log entry con-
tains the following information [15]: 

• Date:  The date the event occurred.  
• Time: The time the event occurred.  
• User:  The username of the user who was logged on when the event occurred.  
• Computer: The name of the computer. 
• Event ID:  A Windows identification number that specifies the event type.  
• Source: The program or component that caused the event.  
• Type:  The type of event (information, warning, error, security success audit etc.) 

Like Windows Event Viewer, Event Log Explorer accesses Windows event logs 
and event log files from both local and remote servers. However, unlike Event View-
er, you can view several event logs (and log files) at one time — in different windows 
or even in one consolidated window (merged event log view). [5] 

Windows operating system identifies significant events on a computer such for ex-
ample when system encounters an error, windows installs updates or some user logs 
on. We can see the detailed information that is recorded in events logs by using the 
Event Viewer which is a tool of operation system Windows. Windows keeps the fol-
lowing useful logs according to McGrath and Michael Price [7]: 

• Application Log - the Application log records events logged by programs. For 
example, a database program might record a file error. 

• Security Log - the Security log records security events, such as valid and invalid 
logon attempts, and events related to resource use, such as creating, opening, or de-
leting files or other objects.  

• System Log - this log records event logged by Windows system components. For 
example, the failure of a driver or other system component to load during startup. 
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4 Case study: Possibilities of using Process mining of events 
logs from Windows 10 

We have obtained events logs (application, security, and system) from windows 10 
system from one computer situated in the university computer room. It was necessary 
to transformed default events log into a form suitable for import into the Disco tool. 
We can see the minimum requirements for importing events log to Disco tool for 
example in Disco User´s Guide [6]. There are necessary at least three elements in 
events log for providing process mining analysis in Disco: Timestamp, Case ID, and 
Activity. We can also use other elements such as for example resources, costs, state, 
priority etc. We can see columns of transformed events log for importing process into 
Disco tool on the left side of bullet item list and the right side is representing columns 
in Disco.  

• Event=Case ID in Disco 
• Source=Resource in Disco 
• Description=Activity in Disco 
• Date&Time = Timestamp in Disco 

Process mining analysis in Disco consists of tools for representing process model 
map, activity event classes, events over time, an overview of using resource and tasks 
queues.  

 
Process model map 

Process model map is favorite and useful tool because it is interactive and users 
will have the opportunity to make basic or deeper insight how many processes 
occurred. Users can choose if they want to see only the most frequent paths in the 
flow but it is also possible to change the level of details using the interactive setting in 
the software (setting detail of paths in percent). It is possible to manage how many 
different numbers of activities you want to see in process model map.  

 
Information about activity event classes 

Very important is information about the most conducted activity event classes. We 
can see for example top 10 activity event classes for all analyzed types of events log 
such as Application events log, Security events log, System events log. 
 
Events over time 

We can see an overview of events during recorded time in events log in the form of 
log timeline figures. There are some periods with an increased occurrence of events 
according to using of the computer room and specific ways of working on a PC.  
 
Overview of using resources 

There was provided a detailed analysis of using resources. We can analyze for ex-
ample top 10 resource classes for all analyzed types of events log. 
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5 Conclusion 

The main goal of this paper was to use process mining techniques to analyzed pro-
cesses in Windows 10 operating system. We can suppose that every recorded event in 
Windows 10 has any significant occurrence in the system or in a program that re-
quires being notified. We have analyzed in Disco process mining tools real events log 
from Windows 10 operating system workstation. We have used process mining tech-
niques especially for analyzing information such as errors, alerts etc. 
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